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Where shall we go explorers?

Suggestions for how you could support your child at home are coloured in RED
English Yr 1
Writing in response to
spirituality week theme
Exploring, learning and retelling
the story, 'Where the Wild
Things Are'.
Learning about the features of
information texts and writing
our own animal fact files.
Asking and writing questions.

Reading books that are about
exploring, visit The Story
Museum, children write their
own explorer diary.

Maths Yr 1
Addition and subtraction, add by
counting on, add by making 10,
Add by adding ones
Shapes and Patterns, recognising
solids, recognising shapes,
grouping shapes, making
patterns.
Length and Height, comparing,
measuring, units.
Addition and subtraction,
subtract by counting back,
subtract by subtracting ones,
subtract from 10.

Maths Yr2

English Yr 2

Division word problems

Writing in response to
spirituality week theme

Odds and evens
Assessment/ revision of
number work – mixed
questions
Length- measuring in cm and
metres, comparing length.
Solving word problems to do
with length.
Reading picture graphs.

Read ‘Where the Wild things
are’
Description of forest
Using conjunctions
Rehearse story and practise
sentences
Rewrite the story
Plan changes to the story and
write own story
Word types nouns, verbs etc.

Mid- year assessments.

Look for shapes when you are
Use rulers, tape measures,
outside. Practise addition and
scales at home for activities.
subtraction of numbers below 10

Reading books that are about
exploring, visit The Story
Museum, children write their
own explorer diary.

Geography / History
Compass points and
how to use a compass.
Create their own map
of jungle using map
symbols of their choice.
Draw map of KS1
playground
Comparing different
sorts of maps.

Computing
Yr 1 – log on
Yr 2 – use Google
Earth to find local
area
Using paint to paint
leaves and plants
Make a Rousseau
style jungle image
Ask questions and
use Internet to find
answers about
Antarctica or Rain
Forest

PE
Movement of explorers x 2

Science Yr1
Winter
Animal classifications
Carnivores, herbivores,
omnivores

Religion
Yr 2

Science yr 2
Winter
Habitats
Rain forest habitat
Alive and not alive

Yr 1 DT – Make a slider
picture
Yr 2 DT Design the vehicle.
Create axel with straw and
wheels. Decorate. Evaluate.
PSCHE yr 2
Behaviour and effects of it

Gymnastics using apparatus and Parables and Miracles
floor x3
Parent support in school
Yr 1
If you have any skills, interest or Jesus, teacher and healer
knowledge relating to this topic,
please come in and share it with Forgiveness
the children. We welcome visits
and help in classes, especially
relating to your family country

Art
Draw and collage using
different coloured paper.
Look at one of the jungle
pictures by Rousseau. Create
a whole class picture

PSCHE yr 1
The Prodigal Son story
Super special squad – close people

Bullying

Who can we trust

Saying sorry

Keeping safe around

Saying sorry

Keeping safe online

of origin and food from that
country. Please speak to the
class teacher.

Books we recommend
Picture books
The Great Explorer by Chris
Judge
Journey by Aaron Becker
Out and About, poems by Shirley
Hughes
Lights on Cotton Rock by David
Litchfield
The Way to Treasure Island by
Lizzy Stewart
The Wonder by Faye Hanson
Non-fiction
Survivors by David Long
Alastair Humphrey's Great
Adventures

MUSIC
Making a rumpus with
percussion instruments

